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How can Scotland tackle
homelessness?
What are women’s
priorities for housing?
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Foreword: Agnes Tolmie, SWC Chair
“Today, we come together to launch the SWC’s work around tackling housing and homelessness as
a women’s issue. Housing is so much more than simply a physical space. It feeds into other issues
such as violence against women in all its many forms, health, work and so on. It impacts on every
aspect of our lives as women, both individually and collectively.
Article 25 of the Universal International Declaration of Human Rights states:
"Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of themselves
and of their family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social
services."
Women’s rights are human rights. As a society we cannot ignore
such a crucial issue. Lack of quality, sustainable housing for women
sets in motion a range of problems. Making the first step towards
escape from this cycle, without the appropriate support, can be
extremely damaging. It can force women down routes such as
staying with abusive and controlling partners or into the likes of
commercial sexual exploitation just to keep a roof over theirs and
their children’s heads.
In 2018, many women still face these problems. We already know
some of the causes that have seen a rise in homelessness in our
society. The move to Universal Credit, for instance, and the way this
has been rolled out has had a devastating impact on not just
individuals but communities too. Women seeking asylum have no
recourse to public funds. They are destitute and desperate in a
wealthy society that promotes itself as an advocate of fighting
injustice.

When solutions around
housing are put into
practice, this plays a
major role in creating a
society
in
which
women’s equality is
achievable. Women
need to be provided
with access to spaces
in which they can feel
safe and secure.

Rent arrears, evictions and food bank usage have soared. We need to understand precarious
unemployment, we need new models around addiction and mental health issues, we need viable
social housing and we need to confront the damage caused by welfare reforms.
The SWC prides itself on gathering women’s experiences, in particular, those who are marginalised.
and stand to lose the most. It is essential that policymakers and politicians understand and
listen. If we do not hear from the women with direct, lived experience, then they are dismissed at
best and erased completely at worst. We need to push those with the power to understand that
housing is a women’s issue and has to be tackled as such.
This piece of work will be unique. Women are hidden from policies and procedures. We aim to use
women’s voices to influence change for the better. Inequality is extremely stubborn. That does not,
however, mean it is immovable. Providing women with a safe space which they can call home for
themselves and their families should be a priority.”
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Pauline McNeill, MSP
As a Labour Party Member of the Scottish Parliament for the Glasgow regional list, Pauline was
previously an MSP for Glasgow Kelvin, having been elected in the Scottish Parliament elections in
1999, 2003, and 2007. She is currently the Shadow Cabinet Secretary for Equalities, Housing and
Social Security. In addition to this, Pauline also holds the position of Deputy Convenor of the Social
Security Committee, a new committee created in response to the increase in devolved powers given
by the Scotland Act 2016.
“It is a pleasure to be in a women’s space, where we can speak freely and know what happens to
women. There is a consensus across all political parties that housing and homelessness should be at
the top of the Scottish Parliament agenda. There is a huge and important story to tell about women
and housing. Women are central to the housing and homelessness crisis currently being
experienced. There is a shortage of homes and there is a shortage of choice of homes.
My job is to ensure the narrative of housing is inextricably
linked to the poverty agenda. Housing indicates a wealth
gap that is continuously widening in our society. There has
been a 65% rise from 2004/5 in rents.
This year marks the tenth anniversary of the bank crash.
There has been a decade of austerity, a decade of wage
freezes. Precarious employment and its impact is a real
issue. Universal Credit is one of the biggest factors pushing
people into poverty. This is a system that is meant to get
people back to work, when actually poverty is extremely
prevalent for those in work.

Housing pushes people into
poverty. It is not just a question
of the house you want to live in.
There are thousands of people
living in inaccessible homes.

Housing is a human right. It is in the Articles of the Declaration of Human Rights but yet it is hardly
ever talked about in this way. One of our campaign issues has to be making sure there is consensus
that a warm secure decent home is a human right. This is key to wellbeing, decent quality of life and
sustained employment.
Children in temporary accommodation has reached a ten year peak. There is a commitment that you
should not have to stay there for longer than fourteen days. However, figures show that those with
children often stay longer than for those without children. Think what a daily nightmare this must be
for those women and their young families. Every child should have the stability of a home. By looking
for consensus across parties, it must be highlighted that housing is a gender issue.
The Labour Party in Scotland needs to have a credible policy on housing, including creating options
in the social sector. Choice needs to be a driving force. Affordable rents and new communities built
around that are needed. New laws on land are also essential. It is tricky to get legislation that will
work. We need to know what the picture looks like across the country. There are laws that do not
evict people in winter months in some countries, but that is not the case here in Scotland. There is a
crisis and women need to be recognised as part of this agenda and be part of the story. By working
together, we can end it.”
The picture of women and homelessness is a bleak one and rising. Domestic abuse is a
major cause, and for that reason, it is a gender issue. Women often say: “Why are we the
ones that have to leave our homes?”. They are fleeing often horrific circumstances and are
not being served by the system.
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Councillor Elena Whitham
As the Depute Leader of East Ayrshire Council and Cabinet Member with responsibility for Housing
and Communities, Elena is currently Acting COSLA Spokesperson for Wellbeing. Her work
experience stretches across the public and third sectors with a focus on supporting people, including
working within statutory and voluntary agencies to prevent repeat homelessness of young singles
dealing with substance misuse and offending behaviour. She also spent a decade working with
Women's Aid as a refuge worker and outreach worker, helping women and children fleeing domestic
abuse.
“Homelessness and women are inextricably linked and women should be at the centre of the
agenda. In the early 2000s, I helped set up and create The Housing (Scotland) Act. It was a great
time for change in homelessness legislation, including an updated code of guidance. Many in the
sector placed a lot of faith in this. My work and my own experience has given me an understanding
of the complex issues facing those in need, especially women. Three of the most common causes of
homelessness are poverty, relationship breakdown and individuals with multiple complex needs.
Homelessness affects the lives of both women and their families. Those experiencing domestic
abuse have their choices limited. I have supported women who have fled violence with their children
and black bin bags filled with their belongings – all the while terrified that the next knock on the
door will be their abuser who has tracked them down. No wonder the decision to leave can often
take years and several attempts to flee.
Consideration of women's knowledge, experience and guidance are a priority. As 51% of the
population, women's input into designing policies for homes is vital. Are we committed to ensuring
we do not replicate entrenched gender inequality? These questions matter. If these points are not
considered how can policymakers work to ensure successful coordination and to mitigate women
falling through gaps?
Women’s lived experiences must be considered. I
am proud COSLA and the Scottish Government are
working on the Equally Safe Strategy alongside
cross party and expert support. Elected members
and the public sector recognise stable housing is
critical, but how do we translate this into better
outcomes that are consistent across all the country?

Your expertise matters. When looking at
homelessness and housing through a
gendered lens we must ask…are the
policies around this considering women?

Supporting people in domestic abuse who are offered bed and breakfast temporary
accommodation is one of the failings I have found in the system. Bringing together both physical
and mental health support is crucial. Accessible homes and bigger homes are what is needed.
Waiting lists in each Local Authority area needs to be looked at to see what houses need to actually
be built in that area.
Changes to the UK welfare system has severely restricted the ability of councils to fund temporary
accommodation. At the COSLA Wellbeing Board, councillors across the country and across parties,
wrote to the Work and Pensions Secretary to call a halt to Universal Credit and the damage it has
done.
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Local Authorities and many others in the housing sector actively supported the Homelessness and
Rough Sleeping Action Group. There is now a huge set of recommendations which decision makers
will try to take forward and implement. As a co-chair of the Homelessness Strategy Group, I am very
proud that we are delivering many new homes. It is vital, however, that they are built in the right
places to the right specification. Even if this is just five or six new builds in a town centre, for
instance, those houses could be useful for older people and keep them close to amenities.
We have a huge opportunity right now to set the public policy agenda around housing for the next
20 years and eradicate homelessness. That is massively empowering,. It fills me with excitement
the same way that that that code of guidance did 20 years ago. This time we must get it right and
create a housing system that works for all of us in society.”
“As a vulnerable young woman, my first property offered was in a low desired area and was
absolutely terrifying to me. There were eight properties in it and each was shuttered. I was ill at the
thought of living there. When the housing officer opened up the door I entered into a scene of
syringes, vomit, rotten food, rubbish and personal belongings. You would think that the viewing
would have stopped then and there but it didn’t. This was to be my one and only offer. I had to
appeal to the highest level to get it withdrawn.
When married with a young son I once again had to flee homelessness due to external violence
with a neighbour. You want to protect your child, so I decided to take my child away. In each of
these incidences there was a complete lack of input over the future of myself and my child. This
drove me to work for 15 years in homelessness services.”

Lorraine McGrath
Chief Executive of Simon Community Scotland and Streetwork and Convenor CCPS, Lorraine began
her career in NHS mental health, moving into social care in 1990. For the past 18 years she has
held an executive/senior management role. Lorraine has been Chief Executive for Simon
Community Scotland since 2012, an organisation that for 50 years has been wholly dedicated to
combatting the causes and effects of homelessness in the West of Scotland. It employs over 200
staff and reaches more than 3000 people each year. She assumed the role of Convener of the
Coalition of Care & Support Providers for Scotland in September 2016, having been Vice Convener
for the previous two years.

“Simon Community Scotland’s vision is that everyone has access to a safe place to live. We provide
a whole range of accommodation services including, importantly, providing rough sleeping outreach
in Glasgow 24 hours a day. We have to highlight that those in this situation do not have easy
solutions. These are those people with such significant needs that they really struggle. I am also very
privileged to be the Chief Executive of Street Work. Street work
in Edinburgh has been going for 25 years and is principally
concerned with street outreach. New models like rapid access
and services for women have been developed. It is about looking at how to react and interact from that first point of contact,
how to develop accommodation services and the language
used.
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There are a whole raft of opportunities to provide protective factors that will allow women to start to
find coping mechanisms and expectations for future. It is remarkable how small things like having a
room to go to that is comfortable and clean makes such a difference. In our accommodation
services, we provide a welcome pack with sanitary products and toiletries. These small things make
a person feel valued and can be a real point of change. That is what being psychologically informed
is all about, having that relationship with women.
Relationship breakdown remains the main
reason for homelessness and behind that
there is a whole range of issues,
particularly for women, usually attached to
abuse. Many are hidden homelessness and
in unsafe accommodation and unsafe
situations to keep roof over heads.
Generally, for the people we work with, the first cracks have happened in their early teens with no
resolution. There is a huge agenda in Scotland around adverse child experiences and that is hugely
significant for how we work with women whose neglect started in early childhood. Parents may be in
jail, addicts, or even just neglectful. Sometimes, this leads to an expectation of their life and, with
their value being very low, enforces the idea that this is normal. This can result in many women
having long term mental health issues related to this early years trauma and we have to find a way
to reverse that. As part of The Homelessness Prevention and Strategy Group, one of the things we
want to see is a shared public duty across all services. At
present, many people get passed on and on. There needs to be
an absolute duty to respond across services. For instance,
Ultimately everything we do is
people discharged from hospital are rough sleeping. I have seen
about people, particularly
people discharged from surgery and arriving at homeless
women with lived experience.
services straight after.
There is no substitute for lived
experience . It is a person, not a
Period poverty is one area at our heart as an organisation. We
system or resources that often
are very fortunate to get support to develop our Period Friendly
make the difference.
Points to help provide sanitary products as well as advice and
guidance. This is particularly important because many women
have never been educated about menstruation.
This is another part of deprivation that goes back to childhood because there may not be access as
a young person to the likes of parents, teachers and schools. They may now feel too old to ask and
too embarrassed to say “somethings happening every month, but I’m not really sure what exactly”.
Another initiative in terms of young people’s development is “Nightstop Glasgow”. This places under
25 year olds in the spare room of trained volunteers who offer a place of safety whilst services
around that young person are put in place. This is small but important. It gives the opportunity for
people to be diverted away from homelessness and ensure the right services are provided. Too
many women do not present in the first place, even though they are in unsafe accommodation or
situations. The people we work with are broken people. Bad things happen to all of us.
Homelessness can and does happen to anyone.”
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Homelessness Stats:
Women, The Law and Health
The average life expectancy for a woman in Scotland is
81.6 years. For women experiencing rough sleeping this
is 43 years.

There are around eighty rough sleepers in
Glasgow and Edinburgh. 10-20 of which are
female. There are thousands more in
temporary accommodation.
Relationship breakdown is the most
common cause of homelessness, for women
this is often due to abuse.
Half of all homelessness will occur before a
person’s 21st birthday.

Those representing as
homeless are mostly single
with 30% being women

8% of the population will
represent as homeless
Homelessness trends have
gone down in the last 10-12
years but there has been a
slight increase this year.

It is three times more likely that
a person will die in a road traffic
accident

If rough sleeping, you are 9
times more likely to commit
suicide.

You are 47 times more likely to
be a victim of theft

Twice as likely to have a serious
infection

There is a 1 in 10 chance you will
have been assaulted within the
previous year

50/50 chance of having a long
term mental illness and 15 times
more likely to be diagnosed with
schizophrenia

You are 13 times more likely to
experience violence if homeless

40 times less likely to have a GP
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There are women with extended experiences of homelessness but don’t sleep rough. Sadly, we know
that there are thousands in this situation who will do anything to keep a roof over their heads. Which
is why we don’t see many women on the streets of our cities. This means we find it really hard to
reach them, but we know that when we do and the right approach is deployed that amazing things
happen. I know so many women who have moved on and reengaged with families, united with their
children and developed new homes.

Olga Clayton
As one of Scotland’s most-respected housing leaders, Olga joined Wheatley in 2013 from North
Ayrshire Council where she was Head of Housing and Care. There, her transformation of services
resulted in the local authority receiving an “A” rating from the Scottish Housing Regulator, Quality
Scotland’s top award for Business Excellence and COSLA’s Gold Award for Innovation in Services.
She has also led service integration with the NHS and made significant contributions to national
policy development most recently serving on the Ministerial Strategy Group on Homelessness and
the National Delivery Group for the Integration of Health and Social Care.
“Homelessness and lack of affordable housing is one of the greatest challenges facing us. But,
equally, we need to be optimistic about how communities, companies and we as a country can
challenge it. I would like to illustrate what homeless services were like when I first started out.
Across Scotland, there was a very high usage of bed and breakfast accommodation, with most
women being placed there. It used to be the case that if homeless and out of service hours you went
to your local police station. Think about how, as a woman experiencing abuse, and you have
children, where are you meant to go?
Well this woman, who had been fleeing violence, went to the
station who pointed her in the direction of a bed and breakfast.
When I met her, she described the experience of fleeing at night
and being directed there. She had to enter into a public house full
of violent drunk men and speak to the man behind the bar to get
the key to her room. There were signs of violence, blood on the
walls. Not even soap or a towel for a shower. She was too
frightened to go back downstairs to ask for these basics. Even for
those days that was a bad experience. If you look back at
widespread acceptance of going to a police station when women
are at their most vulnerable that astounds me. That was 2001, it
was not exactly a long time ago.

“Homelessness and lack of
affordable housing is one of
the greatest challenges
facing us but equally we
need to be optimistic about
how
communities,
companies and we as a
country can challenge it.”

Wheatley is the parent organisation of Glasgow Housing Association. The majority of our Trustees
and board members are women. These are women who wanted to really make a difference in their
communities. We have around 40, 000 premises with a real desire to expand the mission of
Glasgow Housing Association. It is not just about bricks and mortar but about changing peoples lives.
This could be done even more by coming together with different organisations and tenants. What we
wanted to do was join up and bring capabilities together. Our gender pay gap sits at 45% in favour of
women. Reflecting how women are represented at all levels but particularly in higher roles. We take
our responsibility to diversity and women in workforce seriously.
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As organisations we have
a huge duty to use
resources and voices on
peoples behalf but it is
them, their voices and
their resilience that need
to be heard.

We are the largest builder of social affordable housing in the UK. It is
vital to deliver sustainable, cheap rents as we build houses. We know
homelessness is about more than creating houses, but this is
fundamental. Nothing can be solved without getting a house. Pulling
together support and care ensures clients are not pushed from pillar
to post. 40% of offers of housing made are to those who are
homeless. Take up, however, is less. There are issues around the
likes of houses that are less popular. It is about the right size, the
right location and the right affordability to meet Scotland’s ambition
of ending homelessness. This might mean building different types of
houses - the population is changing and diversifying.

We provide a vast majority of temporary accommodation, such as furnished flats, in Glasgow. 1200
alternative properties to Bed and Breakfast accommodation. A whole range of support services is
also provided when someone gets a property. A tenancy support service ensures everyone who gets
a house has someone who sits down to find out about their personal hopes and ambitions. This
plays a pivotal role. There are people to advise on the likes of debt, fuel poverty and employability
opportunities. How do we make it all tie together? All our resources are to ensure people have better
homes and better lives. We have thought long and hard about what we see.

These women struggling because of cuts are particularly vulnerable and don’t put themselves first.
Their children may look fine, and the reason for that? These women don’t eat so their children can
eat. We need to be alert to what is happening.

Universal Credit has a huge potential to drive homelessness up. We pride ourselves on being locally
focused, meaning that we are in touch with everybody in an area going onto Universal Credit. The
Wheatley Group launched the “Eat Well” programme in 2014 to aid tenants facing pressure due to
welfare reform, including transition to Universal Credit. These things are really important to women.
We also have a number of women focused services, including partnerships with police and a 16
officer police team across properties providing services with a key focus on domestic abuse. We see
that preventing and dealing with abuse is a major contribution to preventing homelessness. This is
about what women want. If she wants to stay in her own home, that is absolutely what should
happen.
Domestic abuse is a huge issue and more needs to be done. We work in partnership with women in
the criminal justice system. Recently, the Housing First approach means working with others.
Wheatley consists of 6 social housing associations as well as two care organisations. We operate in
18 local authorities across Scotland. There is a long history of providing support to vulnerable
women who are or at risk of being homeless.”
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Gillian Reid
As National Services Manager at Shelter Scotland, Gillian’s role encompasses senior management
responsibility for Shelter Scotland's advice provision across four community hubs, the national
helpdesk and the Scottish Housing Law Service. Gillian has had a sixteen year career across the
third sector working in housing and homelessness, criminal justice, women's services, carers
and learning disabilities.
“We are all on the same page about the issue of housing and homelessness and how it affects
women and children. Housing is a rights based issue. There are issues around mental health,
violence against women, the impact of welfare reform and housing stock itself.
Shelter Scotland is part of the national Shelter charity. This week, we launched a new 3 year
strategy to be implemented from 2019 onwards. We are basing this approach on advocacy
enforcement and activism. We provide services and support on housing and homelessness. The
other side is about campaigning, influencing and policy. At the very heart of everything we do is the
lived experiences of people. We want to hear what it looks like in order to shape and inform services
and create opportunities for involvement of people.
Housing is one of the biggest issues of today: we know on average a
household in Scotland becomes homeless every 18 minutes and we
also know that women and families are adversely affected within that
statistic. There are other issues such as moving to a different area with
a different community. The hidden costs of moving on.

Gender and age breakdown shows that more young women apply than
young men, including from young lone mothers. Last year, 400
temporary accommodation placements involved a breach of unsuitable
accommodation order which means that pregnant women or women
with children were in bed and breakfast accommodation for 7 days or
more.

There are women living in
controlling relationships
and experiencing domestic
violence for years. The
house is in their husband’s
name and they are too
vulnerable to fight for their
rights and the only option is
to present themselves
homelessness.

Housing and stability
are traumatic and can
inhibit families ability
to grapple with any
other challenges they
are facing.

With regards to Shelter, over the past year alone, there has been
7000 new cases where the individual has identified as female.
Single mothers are more likely to be affected by the benefit cap,
leading to higher household costs and facing eviction. There were
over 4000 applications last year due to disputes. In Glasgow,
Shelter are working in partnership with Aberlour Family Support
Service to provide support and expertise. There is an explicit
commitment there to work with women who may still be involved
in a relationship where domestic violence is happening.

The benefit cap reduces entitlement to Housing Benefit or the
housing element of this from Universal Credit. So just there you
have a reduction in income which directly can lead to housing
and homelessness. There is an average weekly reduction of £57a week per household but
sometimes this can be right up to £100.
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People are forced to reduce expenditure on essential items or make the choice between feeding
themselves and their children. They seek alternative financial means. One solution is to move
somewhere cheaper. But how can you when there is a lack of quality affordable housing stock
before you even get into other issues? Many are offered accommodation that does not meet their
needs.

It is overwhelmingly women and their families that are targeted by welfare reform, with 85%
subjected to the benefit cap being female. Shelter worked with five families forced to present as
homeless due to the benefit cap who were taken as intentionally homeless. Thankfully, we
managed to challenge this.

In recent years private rent rises have left families facing very limited choices when it comes to
housing. Regulations are still far away from being consistently enforced. Often families accept poor
standards to accept something close to schools and friends. Dampness, disrepair and overcrowding
are big problems but infestation can also occur.
We have referrals due to the bad conditions within some houses in the private sector. The likes of
rising damp and faulty electrics. This is not a choice: housing costs are significant for those living in
poverty. There are 24% of children living in relative poverty in Scotland. This means less for
essentials such as gas, electricity and food. This is pushing families to make decisions to heat or eat
and fighting a losing battle to keep up essential payments. Waiting for a suitable home can take
years. Children can live their whole childhood with this pressure.

Sometimes, homelessness is a short episodic event that can be addressed. However, others have
more complex challenges and need key specialist services to end homelessness and maintain
housing stability. Key community factors include poor quality or hard to access services, crime and
violence, peer influences and social networks that undermine as well as a lack of access to good
jobs.
Advice and support services to ensure people access high quality services is essential. For some,
chronic housing instability means it is extremely hard to break the cycle. Many women we support
are exposed to traumatic experiences. To be successful, we need to be skilled on building trusting
relationships. Sometimes, they have had past frequent and negative interactions with services that
have failed them.

To sum up, more consideration is needed to tackle the gendered nature of homelessness, the
current housing crisis and the lack of quality affordable housing options. We need to continue to
have the discussion in rooms like this with women like yourself to keep this very important issue at
the top of all the agendas.”
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Question and Answer Session
Sometimes, it feels all that hospitals want to do is get a person out and into any house. I am
concerned about being released from hospital and the pressures which can be felt. Some people
feel that it is horrendous and nobody working together. Why isn’t there a holistic approach?
CLLR ELENA WHITHAM (EW): Those types of incidents unfortunately do happen. Health and social
care partnerships have a duty of care to get people coming out of hospital into their own home or
somewhere suitable. This should not make people feel they are taking up a bed. If we get it right at
that time, that persons health will be much better in terms of sustaining themselves. Making sure
we all work together in a timely manner to get someone into their own home is crucial.
OLGA CLAYTON (OC): We have housing officers, specifically for older people. Staff go into the
hospital as soon as someone is placed in the ward and works with the medical team. We need to
have that discussion very early. We need to ask “What’s likely to happen? If this person can not go
home then what are we putting in place?” This has been successful, so that is one example of what
can be done.
I’m interested in what we can do at a local level in health and social care partnerships to actually
take this homelessness issue forward and step in before it actually happens. If we step in to give
people the services when they need it, we can pick the ball up. Also, adverse childhood experiences
(ACES) is one of the biggest public health risks and although this has been incorporated into many
different areas of policy, I wonder if the panel feel that we need a direct focus on ACES themselves?
OC: I agree about looking at the importance of ACES. We have a chartered foundation set up and
what we can do is look across ways of working. So, for example, when we come across a women
suffering domestic violence, we have to focus on the children in that family as well in order to build
a resilient future. There is a real scope for making a difference in recognising this.
GILLIAN REID (GR): With regards to Shelter, we offer a housing support service in South Lanarkshire
and that is a family support service for those identified by housing services as families facing
complex issues who need robust assessment and personal housing planning approach. Also, in
terms of the ACES agenda, we need to make the point that homelessness is an ACE amongst itself.
EW: We need to ensure that Health and Social Care Partnerships are fully engaged. It is vital we get
that right. It is vital issues are recognised early on. I remember trying to get midwifes to understand
signs of domestic violence. It is about making sure we get the question right. In terms of ACES, we
are in agreement across all spheres of Government, all political parties and all partnerships. It is
part of the Community Planning Partnership so it is making sure it goes right through. So all
Housing Officers, teachers and police have to actually be approaching with that knowledge that
perhaps ACES is making an individual present in a certain way and how do we best respond to that.
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LORRAINE MCGRATH (LM): Conversations have to happen early. If someone turns up in quick
succession suddenly there needs to be a conversation. It is very likely there is something going on in
the background. So what Health and Social Care Partnerships do is use an integrated system so that
the question is asked and the trigger is identified to ask “do you feel safe?”. All this should be asked
at that point and intervention can occur to avoid a crisis situation. In relation to ACES, we have
committed nationally to be an ACE aware country so we have the political backing. It is about
everyone understanding this much more. It’s about teaching people, “I react to these situations
because I’ve had these early childhood experiences” and help to gain a better understanding of that.
We have a psychologically informed training programme for our own staff.
LM: Housing First is a targeted model of support and housing for people with extreme needs. And
there is not anybody on the streets that does not have extreme needs. That is what keeps them
there; what stops them accessing services and support. There is a national agenda and Housing First
is part of a commitment to address that. It is virtually straight from street to tenancy with
wraparound support. There is initial evidence that this is hugely effective. The Scottish Government
have announced extra investment alongside investment from Social Bite and other foundations. As a
provider of sleeping services, I know the challenge of even getting someone to a health service when
they do not see health as a priority themselves. Services are there. There is development of a new
multi-agency hub in Glasgow. All sorts of mechanisms to reach people. The crucial thing is that we
do not give up.
There are many issues affecting refugee women and asylum seekers. You first go to temporary
accommodation, then onto another. When get refugee status you then go to council temporary
accommodation then for permanent. This could be many different places within one year. If adults
cannot cope with this, how can children cope? They will end up with many different schools. It
causes mental health issues as well as bringing back the things they have seen in their home
countries. How can we work on this?
OC: Take the point about additional trauma. In a practical sense, as an organisation, because
Glasgow has been one of the biggest cites in terms of refugee take, we inherited from the council a
number of temporary accommodation places for refugees. What we have done is, when someone
does get the right to remain, allow them to stay in that house and make it into a permanent home.
They might want to move, but if they do not then this shouldn’t have to happen.
GM: It is absolutely about that multi agency approach. When an individual does seek help, we do
have a clear pathway to services that are linked into support to meet their needs. We would seek to
provide advice and support to those seeking refuge and asylum.
EW: In terms of refugee accommodation, part of the board I chair at COSLA has responsibility for all
Local Authority response to delivering on this. Immigration currently sits with the UK Government.
Scottish Local Authorities do not have much choice. Local governments are at breaking point and do
not have the right accommodation, enough of it or enough money. If a child is constantly having to
go to different schools, make new friends, then their life is consumed with that. No recourse to
public funds puts you in a dangerous place, especially if you are a woman. You can be forced into the
underworld of poverty and too terrified to go back home to where you come from.
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EW: No local authority wants to turn its back on people in a desperate situation. It is sometimes
difficult for services to pick up when not given the money and support. So we recognise this at
COSLA. We know that even when given the refusal of right to remain, this decision will probably be
overturned and the individual will go on to get settled status. So why is there that intervening period
of desperation? We do not think that is right. There is the budget in social work for some money in
certain circumstances, but again with public money reducing it is becoming increasingly difficult. We
need to challenge the Home Office on the whole issue of no recourse to public funds. If appealing a
decision, for instance, then you should have the right to public funds.
Highlighting the link between a homeless woman and mental ill health leading to homelessness is
important. In terms of partnership, often people with mental ill health can’t work. Do you have
partnerships with employers so people can access services? Do workplaces have preventative
agendas and are actively promoting mental health within the workplace?
GR: With regards to mental health and partnerships, we see a prevalence of this through our
services. When developing our new strategy, many front line staff talked about the complexity of
cases. When we unpicked that, housing and homelessness was not any more complex, but the
issues facing individuals was potentially more complex. We would always seek opportunities locally
to develop partnerships that aim to create a pathway for individuals. It goes back to that lived
experience and harnessing that. That is where we have been developing our work. In terms of ACES,
for instance, all people working in services need to be trauma-informed and psychologically
informed so that individuals can be confident in accessing services that are there. We need to
support women to reduce fear and anxiety.
OC: What we do in mental health in terms of employers is try to work with people. For us as a
chartered foundation, we try to drive employability for people finding it difficult. In terms of our
Modern Apprenticeships, for instance, we set out specifically to take more than 10% of those with
disabilities - of which many are mental health related. There is a commitment to work with young
people in order for them to access permanent employment. Our Changing Life Programme is to
attract people into the workforce from backgrounds of complex issues who may have barriers to
work. That is a route in with intensive wraparound support. We then support them until they are
settled in a permanent workforce.
Child protection is a growing problem. Whilst it is about asking women what help they need, a lot
won’t speak up as they are worried their children may be taken off them. We need to grow the
confidence of these women so that they are valuing themselves. We need to make every woman we
come across more confident in order to speak out.
OC: We do have a Group Protection Officer. We work with the third sector to reassure women that
the last thing social work wants to do is to take their child into care. It is about giving a trusting voice
that they understand.
LM: The time has come to make change. There are requirements to assess a child’s needs along
with adults needs. Particular groups are high risk and we need to get it right. Of course we have
experienced cuts, however, this means you have to be a bit more inventive in finding solutions.
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A common theme in terms of women leaving prison in regards to housing is that they are often
coming back to communities where it is not safe to return to. You go to the housing office, but you
don’t want to be put in a hostel due to the risk of relapse of addiction and other forms of
exploitation. Many women in these situations then have to sofa surf and are presented as
intentionally homeless. This increases the risks you can be exposed to and potentially means going
off the radar to outreach workers. Have you seen your funds as third sector organisations over the
past 10 years cut? Have you seen an increase in desperate people looking for advice and guidance
and the plight of homelessness within Scotland over this time?
GM: In terms of prisons and increasing access to services, there are challenges with funding of
course no matter the size of third sector organisation. We need to provide a quality response. In
terms of access to social housing, there is the rights based approach that we have spoken about.
There is the expertise and advice out there in regards to how best to access services.
EW: Where you have a system for someone coming out of prison, you need a protocol for what that
means for that person so they do not disengage from services. This illustrates how much we need to
change and get right. We do have the opportunity now to influence that. Welfare reform has led to
many needing crisis grants. We are now at the stage where people might be securing tenancy’s who
have exhausted all other avenues of funding in some cases. So its about adapting to an individual’s
situation in order to help.
For health reasons you many need to apply to social housing. It’s all about the points system. If I
knew that forty years ago I would have put my name down. It can often be difficult after being in
hospital to access your own house and social services when you are older. You need somewhere to
stay and cannot get it. How can you apply for social housing now at that stage?
EW: We have to get inventive about how we plan housing. We need to make sure we are getting the
right houses built. You have as much right to apply for social housing as anyone else. We have to
recognise the changed demographics. It is fantastic that we are all living longer, but that also means
that we do need to look at what that means in terms of the housing we need.
GM: We recognise the hidden costs of resettlement and moving on. The cost of actually moving and
furnishing is a big barrier for families and something that often is not discussed as much as it
should be.
OC: A house is not a home until furniture and belongings are in it. We have to recognise the
importance of providing customers with at least the basics when they move. Anything that builds on
what we know is good. How do we get it so everyone gets it when they need it? A big issue in terms
of women prisoners tends to be that as women often serve shorter custodial sentences, there may
be less time to plan in advance of release in terms of accommodation.
LM: Recognising people experiencing homelessness as human beings is the first step. There is so
much value in people who come from bad and damaging experiences of homelessness, the criminal
justice system, addiction and who go on to work for us. These are beacons of hope. There is real
value in someone coming alongside these woman who have been in this positions themselves to
showcase the opportunities.
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Priorities for Women
Before question and answer sessions with the speakers, women were asked to
outline their issues, concerns and ideas around housing and homelessness in
Scotland. The SWC believe it is vital that women’s voices are heard as part of this
process.
What are your priorities for women and housing?














A safe environment
Financial help
Safeguarding of children’s welfare
Adequate pensions available for women
Housing adaptable for needs i.e. decreased mobility/hearing/sight
Tackle the underlying problems which contribute to homelessness – domestic violence, drug
addiction, sexual/psychological abuse
Ensure every female has a safe place to stay
More joined up support for women experiencing homelessness
More affordable and accessible social housing
Justice so that women feel safe and protected
Social security to take into account when women move into an empty house
Affordable housing and support for women with mental health issues
Review the process of temporary accommodation to settle women and children who are
refugees.

How can Scotland tackle women’s homelessness?














Society must value the unique contribution of women to the debate
We have to recognise women as heads of households
Build more affordable and safe housing, less “luxury” flats
Provide housing and have wraparound support to tackle underlying issues e.g. mental health,
physical, addictions.
More female hostels that are safe and secure.
Decriminalise drug addiction
Housing benefit of Universal Credit should be paid directly to women
Help with childcare
More houses and means of furnishing a new home when they are given one
Cheaper rent for single women including more information available
A multiagency approach
Recognise that women and children from refugee backgrounds absolutely have no friends,
no family, nowhere else to go if made homeless by the Home Office.
We are aware any women could always be in danger. We need to discuss to help.
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Chair’s Closing Remarks
Women should be at the top of any Government’s agenda. It is an utter disgrace that we are fighting
for women’s basic needs in one of the richest countries in the world. All our people: women,
children, young, old, asylum seekers, all over Scotland should have unconditional access to all the
services they need and a warm, safe space to live.
The Scottish Women’s Convention will continue to explore how we can add value to the argument
and inform debate on housing and homelessness. We will host as many events as possible,
speaking directly with women to hear personal experiences, including ideas to change and improve
the current system in a way that will work for the women that need help the most.

Failure to include the voices of women in the policy making process not only denigrates their
experiences, but also links to inequality for women of all ages and backgrounds. We intend to
showcase the real situations faced by women everyday. This work will be forwarded to local and
national policymakers .

#swcwithoutaroof
www.scottishwomensconvention.org
@swcwomen

or find us on

The SWC is funded by the Scottish Government to communicate and consult with women in
Scotland in order to influence public policy.

Scottish Women’s Convention is a charitable company limited by guarantee. Registered in Scotland
No. SC0327308. Registered office 2nd Floor, The Albany Building, 44 Ashley Street, Glasgow, G3
6DS
The Scottish Women’s Convention is a Charity registered in Scotland No. SC039852.
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